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The highlights of its proposal include:

Readiness

1.  Korea, despite a relatively short history in modern mathematical research, has made significant progress   
in quality and quantity of research in mathematics.  It is currently in IMU Group IV, and in terms of 2007   
SCIE publications in mathematics, it was ranked 12th in the world, more than doubling its publications 
in less than 10 years. 

2.  The Korean government has shown tremendous interest in the pursuit of the KMS to host ICM 2014 in 
Korea. It has awarded a cash grant of US$250,000 to aid its bidding efforts. Also, President Myung-bak 
Lee of Korea has written an enthusiastic letter of support to accompany this proposal.

3.  The Korean government has made a formal decision to offer financial support to SEOUL ICM. Its support 
is expected to exceed US$3,000,000. 

4.   With the strong support being mobilized from the government and corporations, SEOUL ICM is  
expected to be a turning point for mathematics in Korea; to reach out to the public and to be recognized by  
society.

Toward a Collaborative Math Community

1.  The KMS considers its bidding efforts to have a positive symbolic impact on the IMU member countries 
whose mathematical research in modern standards has a relatively short history. This motivated the 
motto of this proposal: “Dreams and Hopes for Emerging Nations”.

2.  In order to realize the proposal’s theme, the KMS offers to invite 1,000 mathematicians in developing 
countries (DC) to Korea during ICM 2014.  

3.  To invite 1,000 DC mathematicians to Korea, the KMS has set up a SEOUL ICM Travel Fellowship Fund. 
The fund has so far attracted commitments of US$860,000, and is expected to receive over US$2 million 
by 2014, mainly from global corporations.

4.  The KMS has every intention to make SEOUL ICM 2014 the best-attended ICM, not only in terms of the 
number of participants, but also in terms of its cultural impacts on the countries that could benefit from 
such opportunities to attend an ICM.

Accessibility and Affordability

1.  Korea has state-of-the-art convention facilities and services. The proposed venue has an auditorium 
large enough to house more than 7,000 people, and has 7,500 hotel rooms within 5km radius. 

2.  Korea has agreements with over 160 countries for no-visa entry. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade 
of Korea respects the IMU stance on the freedom of academic exchanges, and will make every effort to 
expedite the issuance of travel visas to bona-fide registered participants of SEOUL ICM.

3.  Over 3,700 flights from 142 cities in 43 countries arrive in Korea every week. Coupled with easy  
access, a variety of accommodations will be made available to the participants of ICM 2014, ranging from  
university dormitories to five star hotels.

4.  Seoul is one of the safest places in the world for foreign travelers, with low levels of crime, cutting-edge 
medical facilities and capable police and security authorities. 

5.  Korea, with a five-millennia-long history, is an attractive place to visit and has its own unique  
cultural heritage, distinct from that of other Asian countries. A visit to the country’s numerous historical  
relics, seven of which are designated UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Sites, will make ICM participants’  
journey all the more special.

Conclusion

The KMS very much hopes to realize in Asia the exemplary positive impacts that the three ICMs in  
Europe achieved during 1994-2006. SEOUL ICM will make possible a significant and meaningful increase of  
interaction and cooperation among Asian countries. This will add to the momentum gained by previous 
ICMs in Asia. The 1,000 mathematicians to be invited to SEOUL ICM, many of whom would not have been 
able to visit an ICM otherwise, will bring the ICM excitement back home, further extending the positive  
impacts of SEOUL ICM to future generations in their respective countries. The KMS cordially requests the 
IMU Executive Committee to review and examine its proposal carefully and to consider its merits.

Dreams and Hopes for Emerging NationsThe IMU Adhering Organization of the Republic of Korea,  
the Korean Mathematical Society (KMS), hereby submits its bid to host ICM 2014 in Korea. 

Executive    Summary

Dohan Kim
President, The Korean Mathematical Society

Respectfully submitted,

Hyungju Park
Chair, The Committee for SEOUL ICM 2014
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SEOUL ICM 2014 will pave the way for the government and industry  

in Korea to take advantage of the progress of mathematics in Korea and to seriously 

interact and collaborate with mathematical community.

Invitation from the
President of the Republic of Korea

President Lee Congratulates 2008 Int’l Math Olympiad Medalists
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Dear Executive Committee members of the International Mathematical 
Union (IMU), 

     On behalf of the government of the Repubilc of Korea, I am happy to
announce our commitment to support hosting the 2014 International 
Congress of Mathematicians (ICM) in Korea. It would be exciting news to 
the people of Korea if ICM 2014, the most prestigious academic meeting
in mathematics, takes place in Korea.
 
  Acknowledging the advance of mathematical research in Korea,
International Mathematical Union (IMU) recently upgraded the IMU Group
Level of the Republic of Korea from Group II to Group IV. I understand
that such a decision is unprecedented. The government of the Republic of
Korea welcomes this decision by IMU, and expresses its sincere gratitude 
for recognizing the progress of mathematics in Korea.

     The mathematics in Korea is developing rapidly over a broad spectrum
including academic research and education. Along with the Korean
mathematicians who are carrying out world-class research, young Korean
students competing in the International Mathematical Olympiad have made
phenomenal performance surge, underscoring the public’s growing interest
in mathematics. I recently invited young Korean Olympiad medalists to a
luncheon, and could not help noticing the young students’ passion for 
mathematics. I was left convinced that their strong desire to learn more
will make their future and Korea’s future even brighter. The Korean
government will make every effort to support the young talents so that
their dreams and potentials are fully realized.

The President of the Republic of Korea

   I am convinced that a Korea ICM will become a turning point for
mathematics in Korea to reach out to the public and to be recognized by
the society. It will pave the way for the government and industry in
Korea to take advantage of the progress of mathematics in Korea and to
seriously interact and collaborate with mathematical community. I wish to
emphasize that Korea already has fertile ground for all these to happen.

   Korea has successfully hosted many international meetings such as the
1988 Olympic Games, the 2002 FIFA World Cup Korea/Japan. Four cities
in Korea have convention centers each of which can house more than
4000 people in an auditorium, meeting the requirement to host an ICM
opening ceremony. The people of Korea will make every effort to greet
the mathematicians from all over the world and will make sure that their
stays are comfortable. Coupled with comfortable and affordable
accommodation and easy access, I am certain that ICM 2014 in Korea
will be a successful event.

   Let me reiterate that the government of the Republic of Korea will
energetically offer all possible support for a Korea ICM. I hope for a
successful ICM 2014, and urge you to carefully examine the merits of
Korea’s proposal to host ICM 2014 in Korea.

Sincerely yours,

Lee Myung-bak

October 24, 2008



Once the Land of  the Morning Calm
Korea’s five-millennia-long history has contributed greatly to its illustrious  
cultural heritage and exotic charm. Often referred to as the “Land of the  
Morning Calm”, Korea has a population of 48 million and a total land area of 
100,000 km2.  

Now a Leader in the Information Age
The Korean economy has relentlessly shown signs of exponential growth. From 
1962 to 2006, the country’s GNI surged from US$2.3 billion to a staggering 
US$805.8 billion. Years of rapid economic development propelled the country to 
becoming the world’s 12th largest trading partner. GDP in 2006 totaled US$887.4 
billion, making the country the 11th largest economy in the world.
Korea’s semi-conductor industry, in particular, has achieved tremendous growth 
and is the 3rd largest in the world. Names like SAMSUNG, HYUNDAI and LG have 
become global brands. At the crossroads of Northeast Asia, it has also been 
called the “Miracle of the Han River”.

Education & Scholarship
It is generally believed that this economic miracle was made possible largely due 
to the critical role of education in Korean society and culture. With an illiteracy 
rate close to zero, the education of children is often the highest priority for Korean 
families. This high regard for education and scholarship partly explains the stellar 
performance of young Korean students in the International Math Olympiad, and 
the steady influx of gifted students into the mathematics profession.

KOREA_ AN OVERVIEW



MATHEMATICS  
IN KOREA_  
A LONG JOURNEY
Korea’s education system emphasizes the importance of rigorous  
mathematical reasoning, and Korea’s current leadership in IT industry 
owes a lot to the brilliant young people educated and trained in such a 
way.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION,
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
55 Sejong-no, Jongno-gu, Seoul 110-760,  Republic of Korea

www.mest.go.kr

Dear Executive Committee members of the International Mathematical Union(IMU),

On behalf  of the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology of the Republic of 
Korea, I wish to tell you how delighted I am at the prospect of hosting the 2014 
International Congress of Mathematicians(ICM) in Korea.

Korea has deeply rooted tradition of highly regarding education and scholarship, and 
Korea’s rapid economical rise is often attributed to such tradition. Korea’s education 
system emphasizes the importance of rigorous mathematical reasoning, and Korea’s 
current leadership in IT industry owes a lot to the brilliant young people educated 
and trained in such a way.

I am fully aware of the recent remarkable achievements by the mathematicians in Korea. 
The recent upgrade of Korea’s IMU group level is just one indication. Young Korean 
students’ stellar performance in the International Mathematical Olympiad makes Korea’s 
future bright. The Korean government is implementing concrete measures to support the 
young talents so that their dreams and potentials are fully realized.

The mathematicians from all over the world will be greeted by Korean people in open 
arms, and Korea’s next generations will be deeply influenced by their presence.

Let me assure you that the government of the Republic of Korea stands ready to offer any 
needed assistance for SEOUL ICM 2014. I urge you to carefully examine the merits of 
Korea’s proposal to host ICM 2014 in Korea.

Respectfully yours,

November, 2008
Minister of Education, Science and Technology
Byoug Man Ahn

MINISTER OF EDUCATION, 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY



Following the period of the Korean War, the mathematicians who had gone abroad to 

study received their degrees around 1960. While many of them chose to stay abroad to 

continue their research, several returned to the peninsula and greatly influenced the field 

of mathematics in Korea. 

Rimhak Ree (1922-2005) studied mathematics in Korea and taught at Seoul National  

University before going to Canada. He became a world authority on group theory and  

originated the so-called “Ree Group” in the 1960’s. Dock Sang Rim was a researcher in 

algebraic geometry and contributed to Grothendieck’s legendary SGA7. Some of the early pioneers in this 

period include Kyung-Whan Kwun and Chung Nim Lee in algebraic topology. 

Due to the disbandment of all academic associations through the May 16, 1961 coup d’etat, the  

Korean Mathematical Society had its second inauguration on October 9, 1962. In 1964, the Society began  

publishing its journal under a new name, ‘Math’. In 1967, the journal ‘Math’ was divided into ‘Journal of the 

Korean Mathematical Society’ and ‘Bulletin of the Korean Mathematical Society’ published twice a year.

In 1981, the Korean Mathematical Society joined the IMU and secured its international position for the  

“Republic of Korea”. After strenuous efforts by the Society, it was raised to Group 2 in 1993, and then to 

Group 4 in 2007. 

The first Korean Mathematical Olympiad was held in November, 1987, and the Korean Mathematical  

Olympiad representatives obtained excellent scores in their first participation in the Australian IMO,  

ranking 22nd out of 49 countries. Korea’s very first IMO medalist in 1988, Young-Hoon Kiem, has become 

an outstanding algebraic geometer now at Seoul National University. Since then, this has become a Korean 

IMO tradition and many IMO medalists have turned into promising young mathematicians.

This period observed a remarkable and rapid growth in mathematics in Korea over a broad spectrum  

including world-class mathematical research and public awareness of the importance of mathematics. 

The following chart shows how rapidly research has progressed in Korea.

Korea has 192 four-year universities and colleges, with 42 of them offering Ph.D. granting graduate  

programs in mathematics and/or mathematical education. 

The Korean Mathematical Society was founded in 1946, and now has 2,600 members. It joined IMU 

in 1981 in Group 1, and was raised to Group 2 in 1993, and then raised to Group 4 in 2007. The KMS  

currently publishes three research journals: Journal of the Korean Mathematical Society, Bulletin of the 

Korean Mathematical Society, and Communications of the Korean Mathematical Society. In addition, five 

journals are published by the regional branch societies of the KMS.

Mathematics in Korea in the modern sense has a relatively short history, although some evidence of  

mathematical research can be found dating back to the Joseon Dynasty (1392-1910) and preceding eras. 

One year after Korea gained independence 

from Japanese rule, the predecessor of the 

Korean Mathematical Society, known as the 

Joseon Society of Mathematics and Physics, 

was established in 1946.  At the time of the  

foundation of the First Korean Republic Govern-

ment in 1948, mathematics teachers at various 

colleges and schools and the students major-

ing in math were the people who paved the way 

for Korea’s mathematics. Those interested in 

studying and researching mathematics had to 

overcome the challenges posed by the scarcity 

of books and journals on mathematics. 

In 1952, two years after the outbreak of the Ko-

rean War, the society was split into two, thus bringing the Korean Mathematical Society into existence. 

Three years later, the Society launched its first journal, ‘Mathematical Education’.

MATHEMATICS IN KOREA_ 
A LONG JOURNEY

|  Rimhak Ree  |

Year USA China UK Canada Japan Korea

1997 4,484 937 836 684 638 154
1998 4,990 967 991 688 789 198
1999 4,756 1,022 1,003 739 741 203
2000 4,850 1,124 1,036 671 831 246
2001 4,730 1,311 1,020 677 968 262
2002 4,815 1,387 1,041 709 822 261
2003 5,070 1,567 1,076 822 1,006 351
2004 4,717 1,598 1,010 782 866 280
2005 5,309 1,869 1,120 931 854 357
2006 5,722 2,336 1,249 980 951 390
2007 5,368 2,627 1,244 937 959 408

■ SCIE Publications (97~07)

|  KMS publications in the 50’s  | |   The first issue of 
the Journal of the 
KMS in 1964  |

|  Current KMS journals  | 

Period of Establishment (1940’s & 1950’s)

Period of Transition (1960’s & 1970’s)

Period of Major Expansion (1981 ~ 1995)

Towards Globalization and Excellence (1996 ~ present)

12 13



While the quality and quantity of mathematical research in Korea has increased exponentially, Korea’s 

phenomenal performance surge in International Mathematical Olympiad (IMO) is observed at the other end 

of the spectrum, underscoring the public’s growing interest in mathematics.

One salient fact observed in Korea’s IMO tradition is that many of the IMO medalists (over 60%)  

maintain their strong interest in mathematics and eventually go on to major in mathematics in college, 

with many going to graduate school to pursue a Ph.D in mathematics. Starting with Korea’s first IMO 

medalist Young-Hoon Kiem, a sizable number of Korean IMO medalists have become promising young  

mathematicians. The following table summarizes the performance of young Korean students who have 

competed in IMO. 

In October of 1996, The International Mathematics Conference Commemorating the 50-Year Anniversary of 

the KMS was held, with Rimhak Ree giving a special congratulatory lecture on this special occasion.

In the same month, the Korea Institute for Advanced Study (KIAS) held its inaugural workshop, becoming 

Korea’s first research institute with mathematics as a core component. By 2008, KIAS has grown into an 

international research institute with about 90 full time researchers in mathematics and physics.

The IMU designated the year 2000 as “World Year of Mathematics”, and the Korean Mathematical Society 

followed suit by hosting the 41st International Math Olympiad in Daejeon, Korea with the catch phrase 

“Beginning the new millennium with mathematics”. Furthermore, the Society hosted various events to 

popularize mathematics and hosted an international conference entitled “Mathematics in the New  

Millennium”. 

In November 2005, the National Institute for Mathematical Sciences (NIMS) was founded, aiming to be a 

mathematical hub in Asia. It is still in the early stages of development, but is initiating various activities to 

become an information & communication hub as well as a research station for mathematicians.

■ KOREA’s IMO Performance

Year 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08

Rank 22 28 32 17 15 15 13 07 08 11 12 07 04 04 06 06 12 05 03 03 04

The following table shows the current relative standing of  Korea.

■ SCIE Publications in 2007

Rank Country No.

1 USA 5,368
2 China 2,627
3 France 1,944
4 Germany 1,467
5 UK 1,244
6 Italy 1,135
7 Japan 959
8 Canada 937
9 Spain 932

10 Russia 814

Rank Country No.

11 Poland 428
12 Korea 408
13 Israel 391
14 Australia 390
15 Brazil 329
16 Taiwan 296
17 India 280
18 Belgium 263
19 Netherlands 248
20 Sweden 246
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  Jun-Muk Hwang 

-  Section 4 (Algebraic and   
Complex Geometry)

- KIAS, Seoul, Korea

-  Title_ Geometric 
structures arising from 
varieties of minimal 
rational tangents

  Jeong Han Kim 

-  Section 14 (Combinatorics)

-  Microsoft Research, Red-
mond, USA and Yonsei  
University, Seoul, Korea

-   Title_ Poisson clon-
ing model for random 
graphs

  Yong-Geun Oh 

- Section 5 (Geometry) 

-  University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, USA and KIAS, 
Seoul, Korea

-  Title_ Floer homology 
in symplectic geometry 
and in mirror 
symmetry

In October, 2006, celebrating its 60th anniversary, the Korean Mathematical Society hosted the “Global 

KMS Day Conference” and the “Asia Mathematics Forum”. In the same month, KIAS hosted its 10th  

Anniversary Workshop.

In 2006, Jun-Muk Hwang , Jeong Han Kim and Yong-Geun Oh delivered invited lectures at the 25th 

ICM held in Madrid. In the same year, Korea ranked 12th in the world in terms of SCIE publications in  

mathematics, and the KMS requested IMU to raise its IMU group level. In 2007, IMU responded by raising 

Korea’s group level to Group 4, making Korea the first country ever to ascend two IMU group levels at one 

time. 

■ Overview on Government-funded Mathematical Research Institutes in Korea

Independent Research Institutes Institutes at Universities

KIAS (Korea Institute for Advanced Study)

Funded by the Ministry of Education, Science 

and Technology

Focus_  attaining excellence in fundamental and 

theoretical aspects of mathematics and 

physics

Annual Budget_ about US$12 million

NIMS (National Institute for Mathematical  

Sciences)

Funded by the Ministry of Education, Science 

and Technology

Focus_  a mathematical hub & a research sta-

tion promoting interdisciplinary aspects 

of mathematics

Annual Budget_ about US$4 million

BK21 (Brain Korea) Centers: 6 Central,  

2 Regional

Funded by KRF (Korea Research Foundation), 

and scattered around Korea

Focus_  education and training of graduate  

students and postdocs

Total Annual Budget_ about US$5 million

ASARC (Algebraic Structure and its Applications 

Research Center)

Funded as a part of the SRC Program of KOSEF 

(Korea Science and Engineering Foundation)

Focus_  collaboration and synergy among 10-15 

participating researchers

Annual Budget_ about US$1 million

PMI (Pohang Math Institute)

Funded as a part of the Focused Research Lab 

Program of KRF

Focus_  postdoc training and international  

research collaboration

Annual Budget_ about US$500,000



2005

International Symposium on  

Representation Theory and Automorphic 

Forms

The 3rd Chinese-Korean Joint Workshop

The 2nd International Workshop on 

Korean Women in Mathematics

Inverse Problems, Multi-scale Analysis 

and Homogenization

(KOTAC)Operator Theory and Its  

Applications

SNU-HU 3rd Joint Symposium on  

Mathematics

2005 KOTAC International Conference : 

Operator Theory and its Applications

Commutative Algebra Conference’05

2005 Algebraic Geometry-Number 

Theory Camp

The Third KAIST Geometric Topology Fair

1st KAIST International Symposium on 

Enhancing University  Mathematics 

Teaching

International Workshop on Function 

Theory in Seoul

Korea-Netherlands Joint Conference on 

Queuing Theory and its Applications to 

Telecommunication Systems 

International Conference on Homotopy 

Theory and Related Topics

Asian Symposium on Computer  

Mathematics

KIAS Workshop on Higher Dimensional 

Algebraic Varieties

KIAS Workshop on Vector Bundles over 

Algebraic Curves

Summer School on Symplectic Topology

KIAS Workshop on Complex Geometry

Tokyo-Seoul Conference in Mathematics

KIAS Workshop on Partial Differential 

Equation and Harmonic Analysis

KIAS Workshop on Differential Geometry

7th International Conference on Several 

Complex Variables 

The 12th KSCV Workshop 

2006

Workshop on Derived Categories of 

Coherent Sheaves

Sogang Geometry and Complex Analysis 

Symposium

KNU International Conference on  

Higher-order Numerical Methods for 

Solving PEDs

KIAS Number Theory Conference

Symposium for Scientific Matrix  

Computation

KNU Conference on Mathematical  

Computation and Applications

KNU International Conference on  

Optimization and Wireless  

Communication

2006 International Workshop on  

Dynamical Systems and Related Topics

Dynamical Systems & Related Topics

The 2006 International Conference on 

Real and Complex Analysis

International Workshop in Matrix  

Analysis

The 11th International Workshop on  

Differential Geometry

Symposium 2006 Health Care Outcomes 

and Insurance: America’s Experiences

Special Weeks for Parabolic and  

Numerous  
Meetings Hosted

Complex Geometry

KIAS-POSTECH-SNU International  

Number Theory Workshop

2006 International Conference Operator 

Theory and Its Application

The 14th International Conference on 

Several Complex Variables

International Workshop on Dynamical 

Systems

Integration of Mathematics and  

Bioscience In University Mathematics  

Education

The 5th Korea-Vietnam Joint Seminar on 

Mathematical Optimization Theory and 

Applications

The 5th KAIST Geometric Topology Fair

KIAS-KMS Summer Workshop on  

Cryptography 

KIAS-RIMS Workshop on Computational 

Algebra

SNU-KIAS Mathematics Winter  

School-Complex Geometry

Workshop on Dynamical Systems

Workshop on Rational Curves on  

Algebraic Varieties

KIAS School on Complex Analysis

School on Derived Categories of  

Coherent Sheaves

KIAS Workshop on Spectral Invariants 

and Related Topics

KIAS Number Theory Conference

2006 International Conference on  

High-order Numerical Methods for  

Solving PDEs

Summer School on Arithmetic Geometry

KIAS-POSTECH-SNU International  

Number Theory Workshop

Workshop on Group Theory and 

Combinatorics 

Global KMS Day Conference

The 13th KSCV: Bergman Kernel,  

Potential Theory, Almost Complex 

Structures 

2007

Algebraic Geometry and its Applications

2007 KNU Numerical Analysis &  

Computation Workshop

BK21 Mathematical Modeling Division 

Conference 

The International Symposium on  

Nonlinear Functional Analysis and  

Applications 

Korean-Japan Workshop on Algebra and 

Combinatorics 

2007 Intensive Lecture Program and 

International Conference on PDE

2007 International Conference Operator 

Theory and Its Application

Workshop on the Euler Equations                            

Conference on Com2MaC Achievements 

in Mathematics

Com2Mac on Applications of Group 

Theory to Combinatorics 

Mini International Workshop on Integral 

Geometry and Related Fields

Sogang Geometry and Complex Analysis 

Symposium

The 9th International Conference on 

Nonlinear Functional Analysis and  

Applications

KOTAC International Conference 2007: 

Operator Theory and Its Applications

Summer School on Mathematical Biology

Workshop on Analytic Disc Method

Workshop on Algebraic Geometry and 

Physics

POSTECH-Japan Number Theory  

Symposium

The 8th International Conference on 

Several Complex Variables

The 4th International Workshop for 

Korean Women in Mathematics

Langland’s Functoriality and Number of 

Solutions of Congruences 

Mini International Workshop on  

Hypersurfaces and Related Fields

2007 KNUM Conference

KIAS Conference on Geometric Analysis

International Joint Seminar on Geometry 

and Its Application

Internation Workshop on Numerical 

Methods and PDE

Bergman Kernel and Holomorphic  

Extentions 

International Workshop on Model Theory

Mini International Workshop on  

Submanifolds and Related Fields

2008

CR Geometry and Overdetermined PDE 

Systems

East Asia Number Theory Workshop

International Conference in Finance and 

Mathematics

Young Asian Conference on PDE

Franco-Korean Days of Mathematical 

Analysis and its Applications

Workshop on Dynamical Systems and 

Related Fields, 2008

2008 POSTECH Number Theory Intensive 

Lecture Series-”L-functions”

2nd International Conference on  

Stochastic Analysis and Its Applications

The 9th International Workshop on PDE

6th International Conference on  

Scientific Computing and Applications

Workshop on Gromov-Witten Theory

2nd Workshop in Paris-Seoul: Inverse 

Problem, Imaging, Microstructure

International Workshop on Cryptography

The 10th KOTAC International Conference 

2008

Pohang International Conference in  

Commutative Algebra

Pacific Rim Complex Geometry  

Conference 2008

16th International Conference on Finite 

or Infinite Dimensional Complex Analysis 

and Applications

Summer School on Spectral Theory of 

Automorphic Forms

2008 International Workshop on  

Dynamical Systems and Related Topics 

International Conference on Algebraic 

Topology

Variational Methods for Elliptic PDE’s 

and Hamiltonian Systems

Global KMS Conference with  

Canada-Korea Joint Special Session

International Symposium on  

Automorphic Forms, L-Functions and 

Shimura Varieties

Finnish-Korean Symposium on Inverse 

Problems

KIAS-POSTECH Number Theory  

International Workshop

Global KMS Conference with  

Canada-Korea Joint Session

Forthcoming Meetings

Australia-Korea Mathematical 
Analysis Forum  
-  May 11-14, 2009. 

Estimated Number of Participants_ 200

International Symposium on 
Symbolic and Algebraic 
Computation
-   July 28-31, 2009. 

Estimated Number of Participants_ 250

Joint Meeting of American 
Mathematical Society & Korean 
Mathematical Society 
-  Dec 16-20, 2009.   

 Estimated Number of Participants_ 700

The number of international meetings hosted in Korea is increasing 

explosively. Here is a partial list of recent meetings:

■ International Meeting Per Year
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SEOUL ICM 2014_
DREAMS & HOPES 
FOR EMERGING NATIONS
The KMS offers to invite 1,000 mathematicians in developing 
countries to Korea.

With its newly gained confidence stemming from a series of accomplishments, the Korean Mathematical 

Society has made hosting ICM 2014 a prime objective. Being a late starter, based on its own experience, 

the KMS understands the challenges met by mathematicians in many IMU member countries where math-

ematical research, by modern standards, has a relatively short history. The KMS believes its bidding efforts 

can and will have a positive impact on them in practical and symbolic ways. 

18

Why Now?
The recent rapid developments in the field of Korean mathematics have been frequently featured in the 

press, are well-recognized by the government, and are gaining respect from industry in Korea.

The field of mathematics in Korea, if fueled by SEOUL ICM, is to have an immense impact on society  

resulting in a harmonious relationship among the mathematical community, the government, and  

industry in Korea.  In order to sustain momentum, involvement in the international mathematics  

community is essential. 

The Invitation of 1,000 Mathematicians 
from Developing Countries to Korea
Some members of the KMS have enjoyed the benefits of the IMU travel assistance program to travel 

to ICMs in the 70’s and 80’s. Such assistance not only benefited the recipients of the travel assistance 

but also the students and young researchers with whom the recipients of IMU assistance shared the  

excitement and experience gained from ICMs. The KMS and its members fully acknowledge the gracious 

and friendly support received from the international math community, and hope more countries can 

share in the benefits. This has motivated the theme of Korea’s bidding proposal: Dreams and Hopes for 

Emerging Nations. 

In order to realize the proposal’s theme, the KMS offers to invite 1,000 mathematicians in developing 

countries (DC) to Korea during ICM 2014. This was motivated by the travel assistance programs  

organized by previous ICM host countries, including the US$400,000 program prepared by Beijing ICM 

organizers. 

By contracting university dormitories, the KMS estimates the average cost to be approximately US$2,000 

per person, making the total cost US$2,000,000. The SEOUL ICM Travel Fellowship Fund was set up for 

this purpose, and pledges to sponsor 430 persons (US$860,000) have already been secured.

The KMS is confident that the fund will receive over US$2 million by 2014, mainly from global  

corporations.

The KMS has every intention to make SEOUL ICM 2014 the best-attended ICM, not only in terms of the 

number of participants, but also in terms of its cultural impacts on the countries that could benefit from 

such opportunities to attend an ICM.

Strong Support for SEOUL ICM 2014 in Korea

1. Support from the Korean Government  
The Korean government has shown strong interest in the pursuit of the KMS to host an ICM in  

Korea. President Myung-bak Lee of Korea has graciously written an enthusiastic letter of support to  

accompany this proposal, and the Korean government has awarded the Committee for SEOUL ICM 

2014 a cash grant of US$250,000 to aid in its bidding efforts. It has also made a formal decision to 

provide, if an ICM is hosted in Korea, a significant portion of the budget, expected to exceed US$ 

3 million. 

POSCO_ 50 persons  
Hyundai Motor Group_ 50  persons
KIAS_ 50 persons    

NIMS_ 50 persons
KMS Foundation_ 200 persons
Individual Donations_ 30 persons
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Post-ICM Impacts

1. A Collaborative Math Community

The 1,000 mathematicians to be invited to SEOUL ICM, many of whom would not have been able to visit 

an ICM otherwise, stand to bring the ICM excitements and new knowledge back to their home countries.  

The potential positive impacts their experiences will have on future generations in their respective  

countries will be huge and will surely linger for many years to come. Within the IMU, the level of  

participation and avtivity of traditionally passive member countries is expected to increase, and a closer 

collaborative and harmonious math community is likely to ensue.

2. A Collaborative Asia

While many mathematicians in Asian countries are engaged in an increasing number of joint 

activities, they are mostly regional and scattered, often resulting in one-time events. The need 

for well-planned collaborations and orchestrated efforts to aid the developing countries in the 

region is evident. The KMS very much hopes to echo in Asia the exemplary positive impacts of 

the three ICMs in Europe during 1994-2006.

SEOUL ICM, if planned well, will make it possible for the 

interaction and cooperation among Asian countries 

to increase in a significant and meaningful way. The  

mathematical societies in Asia could, for example, jointly 

create a research prize for young mathematicians in Asia. 

This will add to the momentum gained by previous ICMs in 

Asia (one in Japan, one in China, and one to come in India). 

The KMS is in the early stages of contacting mathematical societies 

in the region to initiate a series of discussions devoted to this pursuit.

3. A Collaborative Korean Peninsula

Korean peninsula is known to be the last remaining fortress of the Cold War age. After 

the historic summit talks between South and North Korea in June, 2000, the exchanges  

between the two in various sectors are gradually increasing. The KMS expects that 

SEOUL ICM will give North Korean mathematicians a chance to seriously interact with 

South Korean mathematicians and the IMU. The KMS is pursuing the possibility of 

holding a few ICM satellite meetings in North Korea, and has started a feasibility 

study. The KMS considers SEOUL ICM 2014 a valuable chance for the mathematical 

community to contribute to society by helping to ease political tension in northeast 

Asia. 

4. A Collaborative Korean Society

SEOUL ICM is expected to have an immense social impact on Korea resulting in the harmonious  

partnership between the mathematical community, the government and industry. The Korean  

government’s enthusiastic support for SEOUL ICM may well be translated into the increase in support 

for the field of mathematics; creating more jobs and careers for mathematicians both in Korea and from 

abroad.

The establishment of the Corporate ICM Travel Fellowship Fund is the first of its kind in Korea, and will 

serve as a focal point for an increasing interaction between industry and the community of mathematical 

scientists in Korea. This will eventually give mathematics a chance to play a prominent role in the modern 

knowledge-based society.

YOON-WOO LEE
Vice Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Samsung Electronics Company
25th Floor, Samsung Main Building
250, 2-ga, Taepyeongno, Jung-gu,

Seoul, Korea 100-742

Dear Executive Committee members,

On behalf of Samsung Electronics, I wish to express my excitement at the prospect of 
2014 International Congress of Mathematicians (ICM) being hosted in South Korea.

Mathematics is an enormously important discipline for Samsung Electronics, with a 
majority our employees being engineers who require a deep knowledge of mathematics 
in their work. I have observed how prior training in rigorous mathematical reasoning 
prepares our researchers and engineers for their roles and functions within Samsung, and 
believe this foundation in mathematics has been crucial in the many R&D developments 
Samsung has achieved. More broadly, I am certain that South Korea’s current leadership 
in the IT industry owes a great deal to the hard work of the people educated and trained 
in mathematics and related disciplines.

Specific business areas at Samsung that are being helped and influenced by  
mathematicians include information security, insurance/actuarial science, financial  
mathematics, modeling and simulations of electronic components.

Samsung has keen interest in supporting the development of mathematics, and  
maintaining a close relationship with the mathematical community. I believe the  
hosting of the 2014 International Congress of Mathematicians in Korea would be a very 
significant milestone in the development of mathematics in this country and also in the 
Asian region.

I would like to urge you to positively consider the Korean Mathematical Society’s  
proposal to host the 2014 ICM, and wish you the very best in planning for this event.

With best regards,

YOON-WOO LEE
Vice Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

November 7, 2008

Executive Committee
International Mathematical Union
Zuse Institute Berlin(ZIB)
Takustr.7
D-14195 Berlin, Germany

2. Support from the Private Sector
To invite 1,000 DC mathematicians to Korea, the KMS has set up a SEOUL ICM Travel Fellowship Fund. 

The fund has so far attracted commitments of US$860,000. Several global corporations are seriously 

reviewing the KMS’s donation request, and the fund is expected to receive over US$2 million by 2014. 

The KMS considers the role of corporations not just a short-term financial plus but an important link for 

the future development of mathematical research in Asia.
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Appendix_ Supporting Documents

1. A letter from the Office of the Prime Minister

It states that the Review Board for International Meetings within the Office of the Prime Minister have met 

and made a decision to classify three international meetings as state meetings, one of them being ICM 

2014. The requested amount (US$3 million) was approved under the condition that a detailed budget be 

submitted once ICM bid becomes successful.

2. A letter from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade

It states that the Ministry is ready to make every effort to expedite the issuance of travel visas for the 

bona-fide registered participants of SEOUL ICM 2014.



Local Organization
The planning of SEOUL ICM 2014 is, at the moment, being handled by the Committee for SEOUL ICM 2014, 

which has been set up by the Korean Mathematical Society. It often consults the Advisory Board for SEOUL 

ICM 2014 on relevant issues.

Finance
Rough estimates of revenue include the following:

 Support from the Korean Government: US$ 3,000,000 

SEOUL ICM Travel Fellowship Fund: US$ 2,000,000 
 Donations from Individuals and other sources: US$ 200,000 

Every effort will be made to reduce the registration fee so that more people can  

participate in SEOUL ICM 2014. Currently, the projected registration fee is US$  

350-400 for early full registration and a significant discount will be offered to  

students.

Manpower and Web Experience
Korea has well established tradition of volunteerism, which proved powerful  

during the 1988 Olympics and 2002 World Cup Games. With over 25 universities 

near Seoul that have graduate programs in mathematics, SEOUL ICM 2014 will not 

have shortage of volunteers who will assist the local organization of the Congress. 

Korea, with its leadership in IT industry, is well known for ubiquitous presence of 

internet access. It has highly trained software engineers abound, with plenty of web 

construction experiences. Effective and timely dissemination of information on the 

web will be available to the participants of SEOUL ICM 2014.

The Committee for SEOUL ICM 2014
Hyungju Park, KIAS (Chair) 
Dongho Chae, Sungkyunkwan Univ.

Young Ju Choie, POSTECH

Jun-Muk Hwang, KIAS

Hyeonbae Kang, Inha Univ.

Seok-Jin Kang, Seoul Nat’l Univ.

JongHae Keum, KIAS

Jeong Han Kim, NIMS Director & Yonsei Univ.

Minhyong Kim, Univ. College London

Yong-Geun Oh, Univ. Wisconsin, USA

Kyewon Koh Park, Ajou Univ.

Efim Zelmanov, U. C. San Diego, USA 

The Advisory Board for SEOUL ICM 2014 
Kyung Chan Min, Yonsei Univ. (Chair)

Suchan Chae, ex-Parliament member

Kun Soo Chang, Yonsei Univ.

Sung Je Cho, Seoul Nat’l Univ.

Yong Seung Cho, Ewha Womans Univ.

Dong Myung Chung, Catholic Univ.

John Coates, Cambridge University, UK & POSTECH

David Eisenbud, U. C. Berkeley, USA

Seokhyun Hong, Joong Ang Daily Chairman

Seong-Dae Hong, Sangsan Foundation Chairman

Masaki Kashiwara, RIMS Director, Japan

Dohan Kim, Seoul Nat’l Univ.

Sung Ki Kim, Seoul Nat’l Univ.

Heisook Lee, Ewha Womans Univ.

Yang Lo, Academia Sinica, China

Hyo Chul Myung, KIAS President

Any questions or inquiries regarding this proposal should be directed to 

The Korean Mathematical Society

The Korea Science and Technology Center 202, 635-4

Yeoksam-dong, Kangnam-gu, Seoul 135-703, Korea

E-mail_ kms@kms.or.kr   

Tel_ +82-2-565-0361   

Fax_ +82-2-565-0364

Every effort will be made to reduce the registration fee 
so that more people can participate in SEOUL ICM 2014.

LOCAL ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE



July 3, 2008

Seoul Metropolitan Government
Mayor’s office

IMU Executive Committee members

Zuse Institute Berlin(ZIB)
Takustr.7,
D-14195 Berlin, Germany

Dear IMU Executive Committee members:

I would like to express my profound respect for your efforts toward the improvement of
mathematics.

I am delighted that the Korean Mathematical Society has committed to hosting the 
International Congress of Mathematicians in Seoul. As the Mayor of Seoul, I am very 
pleased that our city may have this great opportunity.

Seoul itself is an energetic city where traditional culture embraces high-technology. 
The city’s assets became well known globally following Seoul’s successful hosting of 
the 2002 FIFA World Cup Korea/Japan and the third APEC Summit. With its past 
successes in holding international conferences, Seoul guarantees the best possible 
facilities to promote the participation and cooperation of the International Mathematical 
Union members.

To ensure the complete success of the conference, I would like to personally assure you 
that the Seoul City Government will do its utmost to further improve convention 
facilities and meet all of the accommodation, cultural and technical requirements of the 
conference participants. Seoul, in short, will strive to provide an optimal environment 
that will exceed all expectations for the event.

Along with the ten million residents of Seoul, I would sincerely appreciate your full 
support for the Korean Mathematical Society’s bid to host the event. I look forward to 
having the opportunity to welcome the members of the IMU in 2014.

Wishing you all the best,

Oh Se-hoon
Mayor of Seoul

MAYOR OF SEOUL

PROPOSED HOST CITY_  
SEOUL
Seoul is a very modern and vibrant city with unique stories to tell and many 
historic places to visit.



Seoul, the capital of Korea for over 600 years, is a 

city where the traditional and cutting-edge coexist  

side-by-side in perfect harmony. With one foot in the 

past and another in the future, Seoul houses 266 

cultural properties including five major palaces, and 

is also the center of the so-called “Korean Wave” 

sweeping Asia. As Korean dramas, film and music 

reach a wider audience abroad, more and more visi-

tors are coming to Seoul to experience first-hand 

the city’s rich culture and make use of its extensive  

cultural facilities.

Most street signs are written both in Korean and 

English, often in Japanese and Chinese too. English 

is understood by many passers-by, and with one of 

the world’s most extensive subway systems, foreign 

travelers are assured to find their way around Seoul smoothly.

Seoul is one of the safest places in the world for foreign travelers, with low levels of crime, a hospitable 

population, cutting-edge medical facilities and capable police and security authorities. 

Why Seoul?

1. It is a citizen-oriented city. 
-  Was reborn as an attractive tourism city built with citizens in mind through the Han-River Renaissance 

Project and the Cheonggye Downtown Stream Restoration Project;

- Is a city of culture where a diverse traditional heritage and modern life coexist in harmony;

- Innovations are constantly being made to the public transportation system to better the flow of traffic. 

2.  Seoul is ranked 9th in the world, in terms of the number of international  
conventions. 

-  Seoul possesses a large pool of convention experts with well-rounded experience and foreign language 

fluency. 

3. It has optimal conditions for conventions with state-of-the-art facilities, 
     five-star hotels, and tourist attractions. 

-  Offers 17,343 superior & deluxe hotel rooms, 7,841 first & second-class rooms, and 2,121 hotel-serviced 

residence units;

- Has various home-stay programs (Traditional Korean-style House Stays, Temple Stays, etc.); 

- The majority of hotel employees have foreign language skills. 

4. Heart of the Asia-Pacific region instantly connected to 165 cities worldwide 
- 84 airlines connect Seoul with 165 cities worldwide on 272 routes every week. 

- 2,628 domestic flights on 18 routes connect Seoul with 13 cities every week 

- Convenient public transportation system 

5. Dynamic City of Joy and Diversity 
- The capital of 600-year-history houses 266 cultural properties including five major palaces.

- 68 galleries, 344 performance facilities, and 200 cultural events 

-  Cheonggye Downtown Stream, theme parks, Han River, and hiking & walking trails - tourist courses 

where the city meets with the nature. 

-  Dazzling night view from Namsan Tower, 63 Building, and Star Tower, Cruise tour in Han River, clubbing 

streets near Hongik Univ. and Itaewon.  

Accommodations

1. Hotels
- There are 30 hotels within 5km from the proposed venue, COEX, with 7,500 rooms at various prices

  ($130-250)

2. Innostel (innovative and hostel) 
- Low- to medium-priced accomodations ($50-100)

-  A brand new accommodation chain, guaranteed by the Seoul Metropolitan Government,  which is  

located in downtown areas to provide foreign tourists with clean and cost-effective accommodations

- 80 Innostels in Seoul with 3,000 rooms that provide reasonable prices

- http://innostel.visitseoul.net

3. University Dormitories
- Very affordable ($30-60)

-  The KMS will make arrangements with major universities in Seoul so that registered participants 

can use the university dormitories. Many of them can be conveniently reached from COEX by taking  

subways.

PROPOSED HOST CITY_ SEOUL

No. Hotel Distance Room

1 GRAND INTERCONTINENTAL SEOUL 0km 650

2 COEX INTERCONTINENTAL SEOUL 0km 535

3 Oakwood PREMIER COEX CENTER 0km 280

4 PARK HYATT SEOUL 1.44km 185

5 RENAISSANCE SEOUL HOTEL 2.83km 500

6 LOTTE HOTEL 4.06km 513

7 Imperial Palace HOTEL 2.75km 414

8 The Ritz-Carlton SEOUL 3.22km 410

9 ibis SEOUL 1.59km 317

10 RAMADA SEOUL 1.69km 245

■ Major Hotels around COEX
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Transportation in Seoul 

Seoul Convention Card (Multi-use Transportation Pass) will be offered to every registered participant of 

SEOUL ICM 2014. With this rechargeable card, one can use different modes of public  transportation (bus, 

subway and taxi) in Seoul. The card also allows one to use convenience stores and vending machines at 

many of the convention facilities in Seoul. 

1.  Subway  (http://www.seoulsubway.co.kr)

- 8 metro subway lines

- Clean, safe, frequent, air-conditioned, and inexpensive (1 USD)

2. Bus  (Frequent and abundant throughout Seoul)

3. Taxi
-  Taxis in Seoul are very affordable.  Basic fare is about 1.8 USD for the first 2 km and 10 cents for each 

additional 144m. The fare between Gimpo Airport and downtown Seoul is usually around 14,000 won. A 

20 percent surcharge is added to fares between midnight and 4am.

4. Call Taxis for the Handicapped
-  Call taxis for the handicapped are part of a special taxi service for people with disabilities provided 

by the Seoul Metropolitan Government. They are part of an effort to facilitate travel for the physically 

challenged, which is the first of its kind in the country. The fare of call taxis for the handicapped is 40 

percent of that of normal taxis.

5. Travel Tips for the Handicapped
-  Disabled travelers should take note of the many discounts offered at various facilities to avoid  

needless inconveniences during their stay. When planning a trip, it is recommended to take advantage 

of the benefits and services. 

6. Traveling in Korea with Children
-  Most subways in Korea are equipped with escalators or elevators, so maneuvering strollers is easy.  

A child under the age of 7 who’s accompanied by an adult can ride buses and subways for free.  

However, for more than one child, there is an additional fee.
London(12hrs)

Paris(12hrs)

Rome(12hrs)

Delhi(9hrs)

Bankok(6hrs)

Singapore(6hrs)

LA(12hrs)

New York(14hrs)

Sydney(10hrs)

Wellington(11hrs)

Seoul
Beijing(2hrs)

Accessibility_ Flight time to Seoul

Asia  Tokyo 2hrs, Beijing 2hrs, Bangkok 6hrs, Singapore 6hrs, Delhi 9hrs

Europe  London 12hrs, Paris 12hrs, Rome 12hrs

North America  LA 12hrs, Vancouver 12hrs, New York 14hrs

Oceania  Sydney 10hrs, Wellington 11hrs
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COEX, Seoul

One of the 10 Best World Convention Centers – COEX
COEX is Korea’s top venue for international Conventions & Exhibitions. COEX, a 4,704,798 

square-feet complex, also houses the Korean World Trade Center, and shares a home with two 

5-star hotels, a casino, a major department store, prime office real estate, in addition to being 

Seoul’s most popular and Asia’s largest shopping mall including duty-free shops. 

Support Facilities and Services

1. Catering Service
   Catering service is provided by the Westin Chosun Company, the exclusive contractor for 

food and beverage services at COEX. Two restaurants operated by Westin Chosun are ideal 

locations for a relatively small-sized lunch functions.

-  Bizbaz Restaurant(for up to 300 persons, 2nd floor) 

-  O-Kims Brauhaus(Food Court Style, for up to 500 persons, 1st floor)

2. Delegate Facilities 
There are convenient facilities for the participant within the convention center complex such 

as 7 different banks, 200 public telephones, and an underground shopping mall.

3. City Airport Terminal (KCAT)
Here you can find convenient bus transfers to Incheon and Gimpo airports. Depending on 

your airline, you can check-in and go through expedited immigration procedures. The City Air 

Terminal is like having an airport in downtown Seoul.

- World’s 10th best convention center with state-of-the-art facilities 
- Has Convention Hall large enough to house 7,000 people
- Can run 60 concurrent sessions
- 30 Hotels within 5km (7,500 rooms available)

VENUE_ COEX
EVERYTHING UNDER ONE ROOF
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Everything Under One Roof_ COEX Convention & Exhibition Center

Openning Ceremony, Plenary Sessions, Banquet_ Convention Hall (3F)

Size_ 78,373sq.ft  (*column-free/dividable into 2 rooms)

Capacity_ 7,000 persons (*Theater Style) / 4,500 persons (Banquet Style)

City Airport Terminal Limo Bus Operating Time 
-  From KCAT to Incheon International Airport_ 05:20 ~ 20:00 

-  From Incheon International Airport to KCAT_ 05:30 ~ 22:30 

- Operating Interval_ Every 5 ~ 10 minutes

Single fare 
- 14,000 won / Incheon International Airport 

- 6,500 won / Gimpo International Airport 

Time to destination 

-  Approximately 60 ~ 70 minutes to Incheon International Airport 

-  Approximately 45 ~ 55 minutes to Gimpo Airport

Bus stops 

- On the 2nd floor of KCAT 

-  Stop No 3 outside of Gimpo Airport Domestic Terminal 

-  Stop No 3B, 10B on the 1st floor of Incheon International Airport 3F
Opening/Closing 
Ceremony, 
Banquet

2F
Sessions,
Secretariat 

1F
Sessions,
Registration
Desk

4F
Sessions

Transportation Information 

There are several ways to travel from Incheon International Airport to the Seoul Gangnam area, where the 

Congress venue is located. The easiest way to get to the COEX Convention Center is to take a bus. Both 

limousine and regular coach buses run to most parts of the country and travelers can easily pick them up 

on the arrivals level of the Passenger Terminal. 
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Dear IMU Executive Committee Members,

I would like to express my greatest deference to the members of International Mathematical 
Union (IMU) in 68 different countries for their dedicated efforts to support mathematial  
activities for “the development of mathematical science in any of its aspects, pure, applied,  
or educational.” I understand that the International Congress of Mathematicians (ICM) is the 
biggest family reunion of its members worldwide and is the best place to discuss continuous  
development of mathematics, to hear leading experts worldwide and to make its future even 
brighter than the past.

Therefore, it is my great pleasure to extend this invitation to you to request the honor of holding 
the 2014 ICM in the Republic of Korea.

With its state-of-the-art convention facilities, comfortable accommodations and world-class  
services, Korea ranks as one of the world’s most popular destinations for international  
conventions. Korea has successfully hosted a great number of international large conventions 
such as the 12th World Conference on Lung Cancer in 2007 and the JCI World Congress in 2006 
and so on.

I am convinced that Korea, with its numerous experiences and optimal conditions that we can 
offer your delegations, is the ideal destination for ICM 2014. I also would like to add that 
the popularity of Korea as a convention destination isn’t solely based on the excellence of its  
convention industry, but was aided by the enthusiasm and hard work of many local associations 
such as the Korean Mathematical Society, which has already pledged to devote itself to assisting 
in organizational efforts for your event.

The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism eagerly awaits your visit and is prepared to provide 
unsparing efforts to help make your congress a great success. We hope to have the pleasure of 
welcoming you to Korea in 2014.

Thank you.

Sincerely Yours,

Yu, In Chon
Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism
Republic of Korea

Seoul, 8 July 2008

MINISTER OF CULTURE,
SPORTS AND TOURISM

KOREA_  
HISTORY, CULTURE 
& TOURIST ATTRACTIONS
Korea is full of things to do, to see and to experience



Location

Korea lies adjacent to China and Japan. Due to its unique geographical location, Korea is a viable piece 

of land to serve as an international hub of Asia. Mountains cover 70% of Korea’s land, making it one of 

the most mountainous nations in the world. The lifting and folding of Korea’s granite and limestone base  

creates breathtaking landscapes of scenic hills and valleys. The Korean peninsula is divided around the 

38th parallel. The Republic of Korea in the South and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in the 

North are separated by a demilitarized zone.

History

Korea’s five-millennia-long history has contributed greatly to its illustrious cultural heritage and exotic 

charm. A visit to the country’s numerous historical relics, seven of which were designated UNESCO World 

Cultural Heritage Sites, will make your journey all the more special.

1.  Gojoseon Kingdom
The habitation of early mankind in Korea appears to have started about half a million years ago. 

The first kingdom, named Gojoseon(Ancient Joseon), lasted from 2333-108 B.C. 

2. Three Kingdoms Period 
After Gojoseon, the three ancient kingdoms of Goguryeo, Baekje and Silla ruled the entire Korean  

peninsula. The period of their rule, 57 BC - 668 AD, is known as the Three Kingdoms period. 

3. Unified Silla Period
Goguryeo and Baekje were ultimately taken over by Silla in 668 and 660 respectively. The Unified Silla 

period, 676-935, was a golden age for Korean culture and advancements in Buddhist art are especially 

noteworthy.

4. Goryeo Dynasty
In the succeeding Goryeo Dynasty, 918-1392, an aristocratic government was instituted. Buddhism was 

established as the state religion and came to have great influence in the political and administrative 

spheres. The name “Korea” is a derivative of “Goryeo.”

5. Joseon Dynasty
The Joseon Dynasty (1392-1910) was the peninsula’s last dynasty. During this period, various political 

and economic reforms were enacted. The most prominent of these was the adoption of Confucianism 

as the state ideology. The surge of creative literary endeavors and the invention of Hangeul (the Korean 

alphabet) in 1443 make this cultural period very significant.

Hanyang, now known as Seoul, was established as the dynasty’s capital city in 1394. Palaces and gates 

constructed during this period can still be seen in the city today.

6. The Republic of Korea
Japan ruled Korea for 35 years from 1910 until the end of World War II. After the withdrawal of Japan on 

August 15, 1945, Korean peninsula was then divided into two: South Korea and North Korea. The Repub-

lic of Korea was established in the south as an independent government in 1948. The Korean War began 

on June 25, 1950, and an armistice agreement was signed three years later in 1953. South Korea’s tire-

less post-war reconstruction efforts were highly successful in the promotion of national prosperity and 

stability.

In 1988, Seoul, the Capital of the South, hosted the Olympics. In September 1991, South and North Korea 

were simultaneously admitted to the United Nations, then in June 2000, historic summit talks between 

South and North Korea were held in Pyeongyang, the Capital of the North.

* Flights from 58 airline carriers / Flights to 122 cities in 40 countries ( As of June, 2005 )

Oceania
4_ City
24_ Flight/W

Europe
22_ City
148_ Flight/W

Japan
25_ City
312_ Flight/W

North America
18_ City
255_ Flight/W

Middle East
6_ City
15_ Flight/W

Africa
1_ City
3_ Flight/W

China
22_ City
384_ Flight/W

Asia
26_ City
297_ Flight/W

Climate

Korea’s climate is regarded as a continental climate from a temperate standpoint and a monsoon climate 

from a precipitation standpoint. The climate of Korea is characterized by four distinct seasons. 
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Food

A diverse array of foods can be found throughout Korea. Traditional ingredients such as soy sauce,  

soybean paste and red pepper powder are often used to give flavor. Various fermented and  

preserved foods such as kimchi and a wide variety of meats and fish dishes along with fresh vegetables  

characterize Korean food. When setting the table in Korea, usually rice and soup are served individually and 

the center of the table is filled with a collection of side dishes to be shared called banchan.

Language

The Korean language is written using Hanguel (the Korean Alphabet) which was invented in 1443  

during the reign of King Sejong. It is composed of 10 vowels and 14 consonants. The ‘Hunminjeongeum,’ a  

historical document  that provides instructions on how to educate people using Hangeul, is registered with 

UNESCO. UNESCO awards a King Sejong Literacy Prize every year in memory of the inventor of Hangeul.

Religion and Beliefs

From the Three Kingdoms period, Confucianism has been an indispensable component of the Korean moral 

system, way of life and national laws. 

Buddhism also has exercised a far-reaching influence on Korean culture throughout its long history 

since its arrival in the Goguryeo Kingdom. The nation’s invaluable Buddhist heritage abides in buildings,  

sculptures, paintings and handicrafts. 

Christianity has developed a large following since its introduction to the peninsula in the late 18th century and 

has become one of the most influential faiths nowadays.

Traditional Korean Clothing

The hanbok has been the Korean people’s unique traditional costume for thousands of years. The beauty 

and grace of Korean culture can be seen in photographs of women dressed in the hanbok. Today, the  

hanbok is worn on days of celebration such as at weddings, Seollal (Lunar New Year’s Day) or Chuseok 

(Korean Thanksgiving Day).

Taekwondo

Taekwondo is a traditional Korean martial art. It is a method of self-defense that uses the hands and feet 

for attack and defense. The ultimate goal of Taekwondo is to develop the character and personality of the 

practitioner through physical, mental and spiritual discipline. Taekwondo became a worldwide sport after 

it was designated as an official Olympic sport.

Pop Culture

The export of Korean TV dramas such as “Jewel in the Palace” has had significant cultural impact in East Asia 

and the growing success of Korean dramas has been barely matched in the fields of movies and popular 

music. The overwhelming success of Korean pop culture is serving as a major tourist magnet mainly from 

Asian countries.

1. Kimchi
Spiciness_     

Description_  Cabbage and other vegetables are soaked in salt water then sea

soned with different spices before being fermented. There are many different types 

of kimchi, such as cabbage kimchi (the most common), cucumber kimchi, radish 

kimchi, cubed radish kimchi, green onion kimchi, and more. It is a health food filled 

with vitamins, minerals and more.

4. Dakgalbi (Chicken ribs)
Spiciness_   

Description_  Chicken is seasoned with various spices, then grilled before eating.

The city of Chuncheon is famous for their chicken ribs.

2. Bibimbap (Boiled rice mixed with vegetables)
Spiciness_    

Description_  A dish made by mixing rice with various cooked vegetables, great for

experiencing different vegetables, is pleasing to the eye and full of nutrients. The 

city of Jeonju is famous for its variation of bibimbap.

3. Bulgogi (Marinated, barbecued beef)
Spiciness_     

Description_  Beef or Pork is sliced thinly then marinated in seasoning before  

being  grilled.
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Tourist Attractions

1. Royal Relics
Gyeongbokgung Palace is located in the northwestern part of downtown Seoul and has four compass-ori-

ented gates behind the outer Gwanghwamun Gate. King Taejo was the founder of the Joseon Kingdom and 

the palace was established during the fourth year of his reign. There are mapped out areas such as halls,  

pavilions, gates, bridges, storerooms, and offices. It spans out over some 419,100 square meters of 

grounds. The Presidential Blue House is the office and residence of the President of South Korea. It is called 

Cheong Wa Dae. The location of Cheong Wa Dae was first used as the site of a royal villa in what was then  

Namgyeong (the southern capital). It was built by King Sukjong of the Goryeo Kingdom in 1104, the ninth 

year of his reign.

2. Going back in Korean History
Namsan Hanok Village is comprised of several units of Hanok (traditional 

Korean houses) where you can appreciate the household establishments 

as well as the traditional style of residences of the Joseon Dynasty’s 

Yangban (upper-class society). The Korean Folk Village is the home of true 

Korean heritage where many features of Korean culture have been  

collected and preserved for future generations to see and learn. It is 

set in a natural environment occupying approximately 243 acres. Visitors can experience the authentic  

atmosphere with over 260 traditional houses reminiscent of the late Joseon Dynasty including various 

household goods from different regions.

3. Modern Seoul
After a trip to the top of Seoul’s Namsan Tower (offering a panoramic view of the sprawling Seoul area), 

guests can make their way to DeokSu Palace. Here, museum patrons can enjoy several exhibits showcasing 

the most celebrated Korean contemporary artists of the 20th century. The trip concludes with a stop at the 

National Palace Museum of Korea, which preserves sophisticated royal court articles of the Joseon Dynasty. 

After, guests can go on a Han River cruise. The Han River runs through the heart of the Korean peninsula. On 

its way through Seoul, bisecting the capital, it passes by many scenic attractions along its banks.

4. DMZ, A Border Area
This is a very special tour destination that offers 

a real vivid, eye-opening look at the Korean War.  

Known as an environmentalist’s heaven, natural 

beauty is preserved in its original form, uninter-

rupted by humans.

5.  Gyeongju: a Treasure - Trove of Korean 
Culture

This city is called “a museum 

without walls” because it is 

filled with historic remains and 

treasures of ancient Shilla. Bul-

guksa Temple and Seokguram 

Grotto, designated as World 

Cultural Heritages by UNESCO, 

exemplify the high aesthetic 

standards of Korean ancestors. If you are particu-

larly interested in Korean culture and relics, please 

do not miss this golden opportunity.

Outdoor Activities

1. Saunas & Spas
Each country has its own definition of a hot spring. 

In Korea, a natural spring issuing water warmer 

than 25  and containing beneficial substances is 

defined as a hot spring. Depending on substances 

contained in the water, a hot spring bath may be 

effective in treating various disorders such as high 

blood pressure or skin disease. Hot spring baths 

are generally good for both health and beauty as 

the warm water stimulates blood circulation and 

the discharge of harmful toxins within the body. A 

hot spring spa is ideal during colder temperatures 

in the fall or winter. However, you can enjoy hot 

spring spas all year round at any of the various hot 

spring theme parks in addition to regular hot spring 

spas. At the hot spring theme parks you can enjoy 

recreational facilities as well as, a jjimjilbang (Ko-

rean-type saunas), and foot-exfoliation by live fish 

known as “Doctor Fish”.

2. Boryeong Mud Festival
Mud might not 

sound like a 

major tourism 

attraction, but 

the mud flats of 

Boryeong City 

is the scene of one of Korea’s most popular  

tourist events - the Boryeong Mud Festival. Blessed 

with mud so mineral-rich it’s said to surpass  

Israel’s legendary Dead Sea Mud in its health and 

cosmetic properties, every summer Boryeong  

becomes the biggest beach party in Korea as 

thousands of locals and foreigners descend upon 

the beaches for a nine-day bacchanal of mud 

and fun. With word of the medicinal properties of  

Boryeong’s mud stretching far and wide in this ever  

health-conscious world, festival organizers are  

hoping for even bigger things in 2009, the festival’s 

11th year.

3.  Inje in Gangwon-do_ 
a Haven for Outdoor Recreation 

Naerincheon Stream in Inje-gun, Gangwon-do  

Province flows into the Hangang River. It boasts a 

favorable, natural environment and its rapids are 

comparable to well-known rivers in other countries. 

Flowing down the forested mountainside of Gang-

won-do, the waters are clean and clear, and the 

lush, wooded valleys offer spectacular views. The 

stream offers a balance of high, rough rapids and 

smooth, gentle rapids, meaning ideal conditions for 

outdoor recreational sports. Naerincheon Stream is 

a popular destination for rafting enthusiasts, draw-

ing more than a million people every summer for an 

adventure in the valleys. Recognized for its unique 

beauty as well as various routes, it played host to 

the 2007 World 

Rafting Competi-

tion.
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